Data policy implementation at Wiley
How to work with editors and researchers in times of change

Chris Graf, Wiley
Find clarity
Address problems
Write a plan

Virginia Satir’s “Transforming idea”

1, 10, 100, 1000
Make it easier

The decision can be easier if you make the actions easier

Virginia Satir’s “Practice and Integration”
Be thought leaders

Help other people to be thought leaders
Cumulative data availability statements (left) and approximate cumulative number of submissions (right) from August 2012 to October 2019. “The open data challenge: An analysis of 124,000 data availability statements, and an ironic lesson about data management plans” [https://doi.org/10.22541/au.157253515.58528497](https://doi.org/10.22541/au.157253515.58528497)